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Title: Rebirth
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Pandora Entertainment
Publisher:
Pandora Entertainment
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 635, AMD Radeon HD 5670

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

English,Turkish
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I bought this game thinking it was a light version of a city builder like for example Children of the Nile. Unfortunately, it seems
to be VERY light, with hardly any features at all. You'll see everything the game has to offer in one hour or so. And what there
is isn't very interesting.

The basics of the game is that you construct buildings, assign a number of workers to those buildings, and they will produce
resources for you. Everything is more or less automated and once you assign workers and hire some carriers\/porters you can
leave the building alone. There are 5 main resources (food, water, gold, wood and stone), along with ostrich feathers which as
far as I can tell doesn't seem to do anything. You pretty much only need one building for each resource, which you can setup in a
few minutes. There's also a market you can build which sells all resources for extremely low prices, making most production
buildings obsolete once you have one up and running.

There are some support buildings and units, but they are fairly costly and generally doesn't seem to do anything except boost
resource production which you probably won't need more of at that point in the game. It's easier just to hire more workers or
use the market for everything. The support buildings seems to mainly be there as requirements for the various campaign stages.
Unfortunately the campaign very frequently asks you to start over from scratch, making you construct the same very small
settlement over and over.

The game graphics, sound and interface seems designed for mobile phones, making the game very easy to control. You do
everything with the mouse cursor. The game is also fairly slow paced making it easy to learn. No experience from city builders
is needed and the game is usually very user friendly. There is one big exeption to this, which is that the translation to English is
very poor and inconsistent, sometimes using the wrong word for key gameplay terms. For example, when starting an endless
mode game the text asks you to pick between Normal and Casual, but the buttons are labeled Normal and Relaxed. You can
usually figure out what to do by just looking at the pictures, though.

I have unfortunately had the game crash on me during the campaign, forcing me to replay a part of the game. Combined with
the very short length and overall very shallow gameplay this means the game definitely isn't worth the price. It's much cheaper
on Android phones and the gold version only seem to offer higher graphics resolution and not much more.. A game with a retro
aesthetic is nothing new. However, one based on the graphical limitations of the ZX Spectrum microcomputer is somewhat
unusual. I won't bore you with the technical details, but many games on the Spectrum featured graphics that had two colours in
an 8*8 pixel square other games were mostly monochrome). This game takes that style as its inspiration but does not stick to the
limitations. The display is in 'widescreen' and there is no attribute clash. Huzzah!

A twin stick shmup at heart with puzzle elements, this is a fun game. The controls are tight, but 8-way firing with an analogue
stick can be a little imprecise but it isn't a game-breaker. The music is pretty good, with several nods to AY chiptunes (the title
tune is reminiscent of Jonathan Dunn's title tune in the Spectrum 128 version of RoboCop).

There a four minigames to unlock which offer differing amounts of fun (your mileage may vary), but are on the whole well
executed. There are leaderboards for these and the main game too. The game has a surprising amount of variety in its levels and
some stages can be moderately difficult. All told, this is an enjoyable game which builds a lot of fun on its retro foundation. To
paraphrase the blurb on many Codemasters\u2019 cassette games, "This game is absolutely worth playing!"
. Fun game up until the last section. You actually have to be a good gamer with awesome twitch gaming skillz to finish the game.
And lets just say the reason I'm playing a sports manager game isn't because I have awesome twitch gaming skills. The worst part is,
unless you win, you're stuck in the game just trying (and failing) over and over again. I had to use the task manager to force quit
the game. If you're clumsy and slow like me, stay away from this one. It hurts me right in the OCD that I played through the whole
thing and couldn't finish.. Really enjoying this game so far! I haven't played much yet, but I can see myself getting way into this
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game. It's a very simple game but it's super addictive. It also makes full use of room scale. Plus it looks great in VR! Very pretty
setting and the dragon looks awesome.

One thing I would like to see is a global leaderboard (I don't think this exists in the game yet?). Also a daily global leaderboard
would be really cool, similar to what ZenBlade does. Other than that, I really don't have any suggestions!

My other favorite games for the Vive right now are ZenBlade and QuiVR, also the Lab. I think if you enjoy any of those you will
really like this too!. Dang this game is old. I had to dust it off my digital shelf. When I tried this at release date, i was slightly turned
off because of the jagged edges. With my super quantum built computer and valve index, it is a true site to behold.

Kidding aside. if you loved the scene with HAL 2000 and the astronaut in 2001 space odyssey, this game will get you so close to
that feeling of being alone in space and trying to survive. I don't regret buying this long ago and I am so excited to play this on my
2080ti and vive pro.....(just finished my valve index order)

Highly recommended!. This is nothing like any of the other Worms games, and I did not enjoy it at all. *. This game has that fresh
new experience that indies are made to deliver. The levels are just the right amount in length and not too easy nor too difficult to
solve, especially when you correctly use the bonus items you get from trapping spiders. It has good replayability considering that the
levels are randomly generated each time you start a new game, so you are always solving new mazes. It does require a system with
reasonable graphics capability, so my low-spec laptop was borderline but my desktop with dedicated video card had no issues.. Steel
Storm: Burning Retribution is a game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- is a action and shooter game
- have trading cards
- is indie

Enjoy!
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Have Trainz 2012, MS Train Simulator and RW Train Sim. This nicely fits in as a train sim which can hold its own. Positives:
Significant amount of options regarding content, editing, multi-layered complexity. Animated individuals are the best even
better than Railworks. Why? Because they employ collision detection and move nicely around other characters although they
will go through objects. Not like Railworks which go through things and other characters. Also more animation on them like the
woman who is using her cellphone. Nice touch! Great range of trains and rolling stock. For example I like the TGV. None of the
current Train players have any TGV trains included in the content. And as varied as they are. So if some of you are whining
about some cost issues keep in mind the trains and stock beats hands down the trains and stock in Trainz or Railworks. Both of
these latter you'll have to buy separately comparable stock if they exist or buy a ticket (Auran's Trainz) to download the
freeware stock.

You can make large routes and so this is not just limited to a so-called table-top type creation.

Love the choice in animated animals such as a flock of pigeons flying over your train station, or those fish in the river, or as
your train is going in the country animated farm animals and farm equipment.

There are various animated industries for your train route.

Love the environmental editing features: scales for controlling, wind, rain, fog, snow, clouds or random. You can isolate areas of
your route for different types of weather. So for example your train may be moving from a warm dry area, climb to higher
levels and you can start to experience snow and a driving wind - all zones you are free to create.

Like the choices of rail types and catenaries, gantries, platforms, etc. No shortage.

Huge number of animated grasses. No shortage of various trees.

Huge number of base textures to paint your world with.

Wide variety of sounds easily added to the layout or make your own.

You can use the Omega feature.This is a novel and quite exciting addition to the animated people. You can make your animated
people do certain things like go down stairs as if they are leaving the platform, checking out the arrivals\/departures. They can
be constrained in certain areas. Lots to learn and adapt here for your train world. You can also use the animated people on
invisible tracks to walk up and down platforms and in buildings. For example, I have a river going through the city with people
walking up and down the sidewalk by the river enjoying the scenery. All the while a sailboat is sailing by on invisible tracks set
in the water and flocks of birds are flying overhead complete with sounds of all sorts.

You can use invisible tracks for many other things such as helicopters, planes which bring life to your layout.

Wide use of cameras. You can hop in a car for example (clicking on it) and all of a sudden you're being taken for a nice ride
around your city wherever you've made the road paths or if in a train on your train route. Cameras can be placed strategically
and triggered by events such as a train arriving at a station.

There are certain train engines you can actually enter and drive. Hope this is improved as time goes on.

 Can't access the PDF help from within the game. If you have Windows 8.1 will need to right click the pdf file and use the
reader. Editor takes some getting used to as there consists of the 2D editor and 3D editor, Tunnels through mountains is an
exercise in huge frustration. Better to make a flat plain, make your tunnels, then raise terrain over. There are excellent english
tutorials on You Tube - Ruud Boer. Thanks to his tutorials will make route creation a lot easier.

Searching for content in the game is not easy and seems limited (right clicking a folder for example).

Layers: These appear to be handled by clicking off certain things such as properties for example. The buildings will disappear
allowing you to manipulate objects which would have otherwise been impeded by the properties.
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Content creation: Where is the facility for this? The content is in the 3DM format which the Rhino 3D program is known for.
Every other competitive Train programs lets its members freely make content. For Trainz as an example I'm making a route in
Strasbourg, France. I can freely create my own content in custom buildings, stations, etc. by using any number of 3D programs
such as Blender or Sketchup. With the plug-in for Sketchup or Blender (or 3DS Max) the content is easily inserted in the route. I
don't want to use buildings which have nothing to do with the area I'm creating. If you protect your content like the family
jewels than you are inhibiting creativity and interest.

CAUTION: The Mod here who appears to be a developer with EEP stated the Norstructor program a plug-in to make your own
content would work in Railroad X. Well I bought it, installed it and it won't allow me to run the program. Appears it is searching
for the EEP version and not Railroad X and thus wont install. Moreover, I thought I'd purchase the EEP-X Basic so I'd be able
to use it. A folder called Trend is created and both the Nostruktor and EEP-X each have a folder inside it. Problem: Still doesn't
work! Moreover, you can't operate both the Steam version Railroad X and EEP-X. It's either one but not both. To go back to
Railroad X you'll have delete Railroad X and reinstall it - this will concurrently deinstall EEP-X. Wow. I did this just so I could
use Nostrucktor only to find it doesn't work anyway. Now I'd be looking for my hard earn money back. This has to be a
significant negative. Anyone not making German routes, everywhere outside of Germany, France, Britain, etc. North and South
America, will be severely disappointed because of the issue of personalized content creation. There is very good and high
quality content on the pay site but not having personalized content creation is a significant negative. All the major players in RR
simulation have an abundance of content creation because of the ability to personalize your layouts.

NOTE: Good news! Have been advised that Nostrucktor will be made available and compatible with RR X in a few weeks.

Suggest Heights Explorer from the site in route creation. I"ve purchased this. With this program I can take a Google image of a
layout and with the height aspect imported for use as the base for the layout. It can also generate numerous images for use. For
those wanting to use Google images without messing around with that I'd suggest a neat little converter program from this site: 
http:\/\/www.mm2eep.de\/. Downloading and installing will allow you to use the base objects as a base for the Google images.
That way you can overlay your tracks, objects, etc. on top.

There have been several crashes and it's wise to have the auto saving feature on while constructing or save often. Specs: i7-920 9
gbs and ZOTAC GTX 650Ti 2 gb card with 340.52 driver.

Conclusion:
UPDATE: MARCH 6\/15. NO NOSTRUCKTOR!!! Are you kidding me! This program is a heaven for content exploitation. If
you can't make your own content then this program to me is dead in the water! Get that bloody program on its feet and then this
game will deserve a platinum badge. Now, it's time to degrade it.. way too many unnecessary achievements
. Game runs perfectly, no crashes or freezes, take some time to understand how to play but plenty of youtube videos around to
help and the manual is good too. I believe this game is better than Distant Worlds Universe, much better value, better graphics
and more fun. options are limitless in what you can do. Great value for money, highly recommended!. Awesome game from my
childhood.
Fantastic side scroller, got to have to rescue,
all those words. haha. Not the best Nancy Drew game and certainly not my favorite but it was worth 6 bucks. It was a little
easier than some of the other games and I beat it in 5 hours or so, but I think the storyline was good and the puzzles were okay.
What I'd love to see is the older ND games being remastered for OSX.. Wow wow wow wow wow! Just WOW. its a great and
funny game (^^). The people are nice and funny. I think this game is amazing.
. Good luck trying to run this♥♥♥♥♥♥fullscreen!

1.3.5 is Live!:
Hello Terrarians!

The dev team has been hard at work! We are excited to introduce new and improved language support/translations, 4K support,
UI scale and zoom options, new furniture, a couple of armor sets, and more! This update represents one part of the team's vision
for what we have called 1.3.5 to this point, and is focused on polishing and fixing up some issues that have needed addressing as
well as bringing some long-requested features to the game. Admittedly, it is a bit light on "more content", however, we wanted
to go ahead and get these ready-to-go features out to players now rather than making everyone wait until all of the other stuff is
completed.
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The other part of this update will be focused on a list of things that the team feels needs a fresh look
(rebalancing/tweaking/polishing) as well as some areas that we feel were overlooked or forgotten when we were working on the
past several updates. This will provide a solid foundation from which we can execute our other secret Terraria update plans -
and we are pretty sure you will find those exciting!

For now, enjoy these handful of goodies (especially our non-English speaking fans), look forward to a second round to come...
and towards even bigger things down the road.

Changelog:

Features:

Added professional localization for the following languages:

German

Italian

French

Spanish

Russian (new)

Simplified Chinese (new)

Brazilian Portuguese (new)

Polish (new)

Greatly improved rendering and overall gameplay on resolutions larger than 1080p

Added Zoom and UI scale sliders in the in-game settings menu

Added most of the main menu's settings to the in-game settings menu

Dungeons in newly generated worlds now contain new furniture

Added a crystal furniture set, and expanded other furniture sets

Added Arkhalis's and Leinfors' developer armor sets

NPCs who are manually assigned to a room will attempt to return to it when they respawn after being slain

Improved stability on Mac OS X and Linux

Improved visuals on many different things

Improved Retro lighting consistency

Fixes:
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Fixed settings button overlaying the armor icon

Fixed inconsistent naming for Sand Poacher and Granite Golem banners

Fixed banner buff list extending beyond screen limits

Fixed hand drawing over backhand glove and shield accessories for female characters

Fixed Sparky painting and several other rare paintings not naturally spawning properly

Fixed a certain multiplayer crash

Fixed sign mouseover text staying on cursor permanently when in Options and Camera menus

Fixed a world generation crash on Linux

Fixed a number of minor grammar issues in NPC dialog

Fixed a certain exploit

Fixed trapped Granite and Meteorite Chests dropping the wrong item upon breaking

Fixed Vortex Monolith not selling for as much as it should

Fixed crash when linking items with invalid prefix ids in chat

Fixed Pumpkin Shirt and Robot Shirt causing leg skin to disappear when equipped

Fixed Defender's Forge closing instantly if opened from below

Fixed Terraria thinking it has focus when it did not have focus

Fixed Grand Design and Multicolor Wrench emitting light on use

Fixed auto-creating a world from the server causing it to always use the same seed

Fixed Platinum Candelabra not sitting properly on other objects

Fixed Goblin Tinkerer being slightly smaller than intended

Fixed petrification death messages being broken for a long while now

Fixed Wall Creeper dropping gore when blood and gore are off

Fixed Xeno Staff's selling price, now consistent with the rest of Martian loot

Fixed crash when mousing over chests and dressers in the map view

Fixed settings button colliding with 6th accessory dye slot

Fixed Corrupt Thorns almost never generating

Fixed multiple issues with platform/block interaction
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Fixed pillars of dirt appearing above the Underground Desert sometimes

Potentially fixed an issue where Marathon Medalist would cause FPS drops.

Platforms from 1.2.4.1 and above now emit particles when destroyed

Virtual Keyboard should no longer appear unless a Gamepad is being used

Using Quick Heal to consume restoration potions now properly inflicts mana sickness

Defender's Forge now has highlight outlines

. August 12 - Patch 2.31 Live:
THIS REQUIRES A SERVER UPDATE

Patch 2.31

The first patch in our cycle of patches leading to 2.4 is here!

Here are the change notes

- Reload checkpoints, reloads will resume where they left off when you switch back to that weapon.
- Cannonball kills should now track in medals, please let us know if this still isn't working.
- You will no longer accidentally fire an aimed cannon while clicking names in the scoreboard.
- If you are the highest ranked player and also mutinied, the role should no longer go straight back to you.
- You can no longer vote for yourself during election.
- Walking speed reduced by 25% when looking down sights of weapons. This should help reduce some floaty movement.
- Fire damage radius reduced.
- The options menu option to censor ship names now uses "Playername's Ship" rather than "A [faction] ship", as it was too
generic.
- We noticed there were no distance flashes at night when cannons go off, so we've added that effect.
- Spawn time after "Waiting for ship to respawn" increased by 2 seconds to prevent the team from spawning in the ocean around
the ship.
- Matchlock Revolver damage reduced by 20%
- Annley accuracy increased by 30%
- Short pistol bleed chance increased by 25% and accuracy increased by 15%
- Duckfoot accuracy increased by 20%
- Melee blocking is no longer time based, it can be held indefinitely.
- Fixed random pause that could happen while swinging during melee.
- Dagger now has a 50% chance to bleed and the broken bottle 100% chance.
- Cutlass swing speed increased by 20%.
- Rapier's range increased by 20%.

We've also contracted more animation work and rigging to an animator. So more things like outfits and animations will be
popping up quite soon.
Progress has also started on a brand new ship that will replace the role of the Navy Galleon. This ship is based off the HMS
Sophie.

We'll keep you folks updated with more to come :)

Dakota & Tyler. 10k Common'hood First Demo Coming Soon!:
Hello Everyone!

we are excited to share our first demo of Common'hood.
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We have been developing some crafting tools that we want to share with you.
We hope to keep updating this demo with the feedback we get from the community.

Here is a sign-up sheet for our newsletter giving you access to the demo:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe-
xHr4pg6sIpOwg8qi_R0cAWJCb62b4QXLC6G2txBLSXZE2A/viewform?usp=sf_link

It's still really early for the game, but let us know what you think so far!
. Problem fixed:
The latest build fixed the sudden lack of ghosts in Gentleman Jim's (a bug that was introduced while fixing another bug).

There is still a problem with the RNG / ghost frequency in many of the locations.. Homebrew Vehicle Sandbox New Website
Live!:

New Website[www.homebrewgame.com]. 3DMark 11 Update Released:
3DMark 11 uses a component called SystemInfo to identify the hardware in your system. This patch updates SystemInfo to
version 4.36.

SystemInfo 4.36. Ancestors Legacy - First gameplay walkthrough in stealthy mission !:
Dear fans, we're excited to finally reveal the longest and the most informative Ancestors Legacy video so far! You will see a full
walkthrough of one of the early missions, with commentary from the game's producer Tomasz Gop.
Also, you probably noticed that we have changed the name to Ancestors Legacy to make it a bit more unique and easier to find.
Let us know what you think in the comments!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zb-Pg1P7OxI&feature=youtu.be
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